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Title  Handle general industrial accidents  
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Range  This unit of competency is applicable to all logistics companies. Practitioners should be capable 
to handle and provide proper support when an accident happens in a logistics workplace 
according to the code of practice and contingency measures formulated by the company with 
regard to the seriousness of the accident and immediate risks.  

Level  3  

Credit  6 （For Reference Only）  

Competency  Performance Requirements  

1. Industrial accidents commonly seen in the logistics industry 

 Understand types and causes of general industrial accidents, such as fall of person, 
crushing, contact with electricity, fire, burn, gas poisoning, explosion, contusion, injuries 
caused by manual handling operation, etc. 

 Understand what accidents are more likely to happen in the logistic operation and their 
causes 

 Understand ways of handling and preventing general industrial accidents, such as 
preventive measures, working guidelines, working permit system, emergency handling 
measures, safety management system, occupational safety and health scheme, 
personal protection facilities, etc. 

 Understand contingency measures formulated by the company, such as the locations of 
fire-fighting equipment and first aid box, emergency escape, etc. 

 
2. Handle general industrial accidents 

 Collect relevant information to understand the seriousness of the accident and 
immediate risks when an accident happens, and make suitable decision according to the 
code of practice formulated by the company 

 Handle general industrial accidents on site, including adopting appropriate and simple 
measures, and timely reporting to the management 

o Handle the matter internally immediately 
o Send casualty to hospital 
o Call the police 
o Emergency evacuation 

 Handle the matter on site, such as making accurate report, filling out record, etc. 
according to company guidelines 

Assessment 
Criteria  

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are: 

 Capable to understand types of general industrial accidents and accidents that are more 
likely to happen in the logistic operation, and their causes; and 

 Capable to handle and arrange properly when an accident happens in a familiar working 
environment according to the code of practice and contingency measures formulated by 
the company with regard to the seriousness of the accident and immediate risks. 
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